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Research problem 

How justice gets to be produced in court? There is this polish film entitled “Boundless 

justice” about a law graduate who hesitates to become a lawyer. He sees it as too simple and 

formulaic way of living his life. His father, therefore, sends him, to visit the old friend who may 

convince the young man to choose this career path. Mr. Wilczek, attorney at law, instead of 

persuading him to do so, offered him a bitter story how desperate parents turned to him to 

help convict a murder of their daughter, which he did not manage – due to lack of evidence. 

The young man however, considering inconsistencies in his story, catches the attorney on a 

lie. He admitted then that actually he had defended the journalist accused of murdering his 

lover, knocking evidence out of prosecutor’s hands. As it seems, the guilt may have explained 

the depressing cynicism of the lawyer as well as his propensity to drink. However, when the 

young man reached to the court to browse the casefile, he found Wilczek’s signature in no 

other place than under the sentence, next to the other judges who presided over the case.  

When confronted, the attorney offered him the last story how (as the judge) he sentenced 

the accused for the maximal punishment based on the fact that he blamed himself for his 

lover’s death. The young man, nevertheless, did not stop there and found the evidence 

proving journalist innocent. When he reached him to share his discovery though, he did not 

care to clean his name in court after what he had experienced. The film was not entitled 

“Boundless justice” by accident, as it exposes its overarching power just as much as the lack 

of ‘bounds’ to assure the measure of justice. As such it reflects quite well social and scientific 

significance of the problem of producing justice as the organized decision-making process in 

face of the ambiguity of truth and proper allocation of responsibility (Shklar, 1990). 

Ever since 14th century, when judiciary started gain relevance as the third branch of power 

in the emerging nation states, regulating social issues by means of law became the default 

mode of shaping the collective order (Nonet and Selznick, 2017). Acquiring independence by 

professional judges accompanied changing function of law. Transforming from the instrument 

of repression into autonomous set of regulations applying to everybody alike, it did carry a 

promise of equality shaping the modern idea of justice (Resnik and Curtis, 1987). It was the 

14th century when Iustitia began to be portrayed with a blindfold to embody this ideal. It was 

also this image that laid the foundation for the western culture, where law became the natural 

way of managing the complexity and dynamics of changing reality. 
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The practice of scripting rules and responsibilities as laws through the institutionalization 

process (Berger & Luckmann, 2004) has grown into collective consciousness so strong that it 

is difficult to describe it without resorting to banality. Simultaneously, the very extent in which 

it has become ‘taken for granted’ is a measure of its social legitimization (Dimaggio and Powell, 

1983) as the culturally imprinted form of social regulation (Luhmann, 2004). Pragmatically, the 

letter of law is a tool for solving conflicts among people, organizations, or the state. However, 

its true force, stretches beyond this basic function. The very possibility of bringing the case 

before the court to manage conflicting interests may become the source of fear, which is one 

of the most basic human instincts enabling social control (Cotterrell, 1999). What is more, the 

concern for legal consequences does not even have to result from actual transgressions. Even 

the prospect of subjection to the external power and losing control over the situation might 

cause fright and submission to the rules in the first place (Gill & Burrow, 2018). 

In the modern market economy this emotional facet has been translated into the language 

of transaction costs and risk management (Coase, 1960; Williamson, 2000). These, in turn, 

became the driver of uninhibited expansion of private law and contracts as a way of shaping 

the collective order in terms of employment (Selznick, 2020), business relations (Jacob, 1992) 

and many more dimensions of social life that require coordination as the preferred mode of 

co-existence. Even in the public domain one could observe a similar effect of almost obsessive 

scripting rules and procedures (Graeber, 2015) to tightly regulate the behavior of citizens and 

public servants in relation to the state. It is the fear for individual consequence of transgressing 

the rules that becomes the source of (often oppressive) order that enables coordination by 

means of submission to the set of externalized obligations.  

In the broader perspective, these processes could be described as a form of adiaphorization 

(Bauman & Lyon, 2013, p. 86), which by externalizing morality toward scripted rules, reduces 

human agency to following them to the letter (Bauman, 1994; Durczak & Ławrynowicz, 2020). 

As a result, what in reality accounts for rational behavior often resorts to the ceremony and 

ritual (Brunsson, 1989). Especially in formal organizations, researchers have been observing 

“displacement of goals” (March & Simon, 1958/1993) when regulations established to serve 

the instrumental purpose, in time, become the value in itself. The sanctity of rules supersedes 

its primary intent or practical value for the organization (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Considering, 

these effects in a greater scale it has been argued that the practice of scripting responsibilities 

actually replaced the traditional functions of trust and keeping one’s word (Graeber, 2011). 
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As the aftermath, the gravity of social power moved towards actors dictating the conditions 

of contracts or contents of regulations. The weight of moral judgment on the other hand was 

put on the shoulders of professions specialized in assessing legitimacy of individual actions in 

relation to this corpus of texts, sanctifying the legal vision of proper relations (Bourdieu, 1987). 

By means of gradual evolution then, the law created the dense network of interdependencies, 

becoming the foundation of modern social order (Nader, 2002). This system, nevertheless, 

functions properly only because of the institution of court proceeding, which creates the real 

threat of paying the price for transgressing the normative order. The object of legal case, then 

plays a crucial role in organizing relations between people, organizations, economies, and 

the whole societies. In this sense, therefore, it becomes the problem that goes way beyond 

interests of legal scholars and shall be considered in the broader transdisciplinary context.  

Literature review  

Following that thought, I conducted the literature review to learn how this subject is being 

discussed in the management science. I knew it was not popular theme, thus, in order to reach 

different fields, beyond the journals I follow I decided to employ bibliometric method (van Eck 

& Waltman, 2014). It is based on the extensive search in databases, indexing the international 

discourse (e.g., Web of Science), with using the terms referring to a given problem. Obtaining 

such a corpus of texts and analyzing it with the combination of quantitative and qualitative 

methods provides a wide-ranging insight into themes and perspectives, regarding the chosen 

subject. In a result it let me reach the fields I may have not to think about in the first place, to 

discover the abundance as well as fragmentation of current knowledge (Maciag, 2022). 

I started my review from the inquiry focused on the judiciary and legal cases. Among many 

different themes I describe in the dissertation I would like to emphasize three observations. 

First, this discourse dominates discussion of how products of justice system affect the broader 

environment, strategic action, protection of interests, governance, and ethical norms. It also 

concerns specific domains like workplace relations, managing crisis, protecting competition or 

intellectual property. Second, on the causal side – responsible for producing those effects – 

legal cases are analyzed in regard to specific parts of proceedings or as the aggregated volume 

of problems to be solved in court. Either way misses the meaning of legal case as a single, 

consistent process that directly affects the decision produced in a result. Third, the discussion 

is practically missing the role of a lawyer and professional representation before the court.  
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I was surprised with the marginality of discussion about the role professional lawyers, thus, 

I conducted another review, using the same method, by focusing on articles focusing on the 

work of attorneys (within the field of management). In this literature the discourse is primarily 

concerned with the character, environment, and structural embeddedness of this professional 

work. These insights, however, are often general and rarely provide the insight into the actual 

practices or activities performed in the course daily work, which exposes a relevant gap in the 

empirical knowledge about what lawyers do (Flood, 2013) and why it matters (Jemielniak, 

2014). Of course, this theme is not completely absent in the discourse. Nevertheless, when it 

becomes the subject of analysis, rather than litigation and case-making, it concerns advice-

based model of work which aims to prevent the conflict in the first place.  

Considering conclusions drawn from both reviews I would highlight three points. First, the 

boundary of discourse about practicing law in management literature divides the discussion 

quite strictly along the lines of private and public sector. As a result, (1) the meaning of legal 

cases occurring ‘in between’ them remains unnoticed (Seepma, van Donk & de Blok, 2020). 

Second, if they do become the subject of study then either regarding specific parts of the court 

proceedings or aggregated volume of cases flowing through court, which (2) reduces the 

complexity of actual practice. Thirdly then, considering both these limitations in relation it 

opens, not so much of the research gap, (3) as the whole horizon awaiting exploration.  

At this moment, even classic problems of management as: constructing strategy, decision-

making, resource allocation or power relations; within the case remain relatively unexplored. 

Little is known about what mobilizes people to seek legal advice and make the decision to sue 

(Gnusowski, 2019), so as how lawyers make sense of the conflict to assess chances of success 

or risk of defeat. Not much has been said about leadership and subordination in the context 

of legal proceedings (Scarduzio, 2011). It also remains unknown how lawyers manage to 

navigate the bureaucracy of the court or how public servants handle coordination of different 

people and hundreds of activities in the course of proceeding. Whereas research regarding 

communication (Scarduzio & Tracy, 2015) and rhetoric (McPherson & Sauder, 2013) in the 

courtroom just started to open the discussion highlighting more questions than answers.  

To address three mentioned problems and the knowledge gaps within the horizon drawn 

above empirically situated exploration is needed (Gaggiotti, Kostera & Krzyworzeka, 2017). 

The very fact, that in analysis of judicial efficiency it was enough to account for the volume of 

documents to render ineffective courts relatively efficient (Ferro, Romero & Romero-Gomez, 
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2018), proves that the current knowledge is not sufficient to draw meaningful hypotheses to 

be tested. Therefore, the field requires more in-depth study to better explain the functioning 

of judiciary (Latour, 2010). Furthermore, it would be justified to employ process-oriented 

research (Langley & Tsoukas, 2016), which does not mind the conventional borders of inquiry 

as long as observed actions create causal link accounting for the same sequence composing 

the studied phenomenon. As such, it would allow to cross borders dividing current discourse 

into public and private sector to disentangle relations occurring ‘in between’ them. As follows, 

concentrating on the organization of legal case as a single, consistent whole may quite clearly 

connect sequence of causes, leading to particular kind of effect, explaining how justice gets to 

be produced in the course of legal proceedings.  

Theory 

Legal cases, at least temporarily, become the integral element in life of their participants. 

They are also the main unit of organizing work in courts and law firms. Despite that, they are 

rarely considered as the process of producing justice treated as the kind of good manufactured 

as the end result in the course of the proceedings (Falavigna, Ippoliti & Ramello, 2018). In this 

light, while designing my study I needed not only to find a relevant research gap but also link 

the existing theories in a way that would allow me to articulate research question within the 

field of management. Meanwhile, the elusive and essentially symbolic character of the good 

that is justice (Sandel, 2012) substantially limits the choice of theoretical frame, eliminating 

classic perspectives of scientific management and market-oriented theories.  

Because of this, I decided to frame my research problem, using the lens of organizational 

institutionalism (Greenwood et al., 2017), which by connecting regulatory, normative, and 

cultural foundations of inquiry (Scott, 2014), creates a suitable framework for analyzing non-

market organizational processes. This approach, however, is not homogeneous. Therefore, I 

reviewed three different school of institutional thought. As a result, I chose the Scandinavian 

orientation which connects three important inspirations. Firstly, it is based on the theory that 

process of organizing is a cognitive and behavioral reaction towards ambiguity stemming from 

environmental change (Weick, 1979). In this sense negative stimuli (like feelings of injustice - 

Hegtvedt and Parris, 2014), activate perception and mobilize action to reduce uncertainty by 

means of coordinating activities among people in rationalized chain of interlocking behaviors 

to restore order – as a preferred human condition. Secondly, it stresses the role of institutions 
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(Czarniawska, 2008) considered as cultural pattern of intelligible and accepted practice, which 

by connecting activities in rational sequences, justify the meaning of results achieved in such 

ways. In this way, Scandinavian approach accounts for the conditions that bound rationality 

(March & Simon, 1993; Sent, 2018), shaping the methods, tactics, and strategies of behavior 

in a given social context. This is relevant, because the third inspiration is stemming from actor-

network theory (Latour, 2005), which assumes that reality resembles the game of Chinese 

Whispers. In this sense, passing the collective object of attention through relational networks 

changes its meaning depending on interpretation of actors translating it between different 

social contexts and their local meaning systems (Czarniawska & Sevon, 1996). 

Taking these three theories as the foundation of my inquiry I designed the study, which 

may be summarized with five crucial assumptions in reference to the research problem: 

Table 1. Theoretical assumptions framing the research process 

No. Epistemological assumption Theoretical background  

1 
In order to understand justice in performative way, one 
has to capture the feeling of injustice and trace the 
chains of actions mobilized by this emotion.  

(Durczak & Ławrynowicz, 2020; Hegtvedt & 
Parris, 2014; Hoffman, 1990; Resnik & 
Curtis, 1987; Shklar, 1990) 

2 

The feeling of injustice activates perception to frame 
the ambiguous situation as a reaction to negative 
environmental change. As such it may become the 
object of organizing by means of legal case.  

(Hegtvedt & Parris, 2014; Lok, Creed, 
DeJordy & Voronov, 2017; Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014; Scarduzio & Tracy, 
2015; Shklar, 1990; Weick, 1979, 2005) 

3 
Organizing justice in the course of legal case requires 
translation allowing to express experienced injustice in 
the language of law within the legal meaning system.   

(Czarniawska & Sevon, 1996, 2005; Latour, 
2010; Luhmann, 2004; Wæraas & Nielsen, 
2016, van Orshoot, 2021) 

4 

The law in itself is not an institution. It is the court 
proceeding which constitutes institutionalized pattern 
of behavior, using the law as the tool in the practice of 
resolving conflicts between people.  

(Bourdieu, 1987; Toennesen, Molloy & 
Jacobs, 2006; Czarniawska, 2008; Whittle, 
Mueller & Mangan, 2008; Latour, 2013; 
Whittington, 2017; Francis, 2020) 

5 
Process of organizing the individual legal case is related 
but different from the organization of the court or the 
institution of legal proceeding. 

(Selznick, 1996; Ahrne and Brunsson, 2005, 
2011, 2019; Rymaniak, 2011; Bakker et al., 
2016; Nonet and Selznick, 2017) 

Source: table prepared based on own interpretative work.  

In light of these five assumptions, I pose the main research question: how legal case is being 

organized? – as the main subject of my study. This seemingly simple question though, was 

quite important for the purpose of exploration, because the broad range of possible answers 

offered surprisingly interesting and relevant contribution to the theory of management and 

organization. At this point it is also worth to emphasize that the study presented in my work 

does not regard the subject of law, but the problem of how lawyers use the law as a tool to 

achieve intended results – in which, it differs from issues typically covered by legal scholars.  
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In other words, I want to stress that there is a difference between thinking about ‘what the 

justice is’ and ‘how the justice gets to be produced’. In the first case, analysis is based on the 

belief that the object of inquiry ‘exists outside’ independently from perception of the subject. 

Such approach is characteristic for legal science in general and philosophy of law in particular 

(Zimmermann-Pepol & Gregorczuk, 2016), where defining essential features of justice, allows 

one to draw prescriptions for normative obligations. Completely different kind of problem is 

how these norms materialize in the actual behavior or how does it depend on the situational 

context. What underlies these kinds of questions is the other, performative understanding of 

reality (Czarniawska, 2009), where the object of study does not exist independently. Quite the 

opposite, it is the subjectivity of the actor that brings about the values to become real, through 

action designating its meaning. From that position one could argue that there is no way of 

understanding the function of law without considering the decisions produced on its ground. 

Or that one cannot comprehend the legal proceeding just by reading the code of procedure. 

Finally, one could claim there is no way of grasping the meaning of justice, without tracing the 

organized chain of interconnected actions, in practice of resolving g disputes among people.  

Method 

Based on this belief I decided to design in-depth qualitative research, using the ethnological 

approach to understand the social organization, using the lens ‘from the within’ (Gaggiotti, 

Kostera & Krzyworzeka, 2017). I devised my inquiry in the form of a case study, (Flyvbjerg, 

2006), considered as the technique of comprehensive analysis of the phenomenon in question 

in its natural context. In doing so, I employed a range of methods that helped me put all the 

pieces together to explain the process of organizing a legal case (Table 2). I started my research 

in the January of 2018 and finished in March 2020 due to pandemic restrictions that prevented 

me from continuing planned observations in court. As such, it seemed as natural cut off, that 

may provide baseline observations for comparison what has changed during the pandemic.  

My main material then, was collected during the period of 26 months, however in some 

cases its retrospective character stretches its time range up to the economic transformation 

in the 90’s. Considering the feasibility of single person research, in case of the interviews, 

observation and document analysis I limited the geographical range of the study to the area 

covering the jurisdiction of Poznań district court. Internet sources, collected among users all 

over the Poland was used to contrast and supplement my local conclusions (Burawoy, 1998; 
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Wadham & Warren, 2014). Regarding the subject matter, considering the collected material 

I decided to focus on first instance cases (i.e., recognized for the first time) within the civil law 

procedure concerning the conflict of interests. The analysis is also skewed towards lawyers’ 

and judges’ perspectives. These limitations though, are not strict, because occasionally I use 

criminal cases to explain something via the contrast. I discuss appellation (i.e., second instance 

cases) when it affects the outcome of the primary proceeding. I also tried to include voices of 

other participants to provide the broader account of experience.  

Table 2. Overview of methods, sources, and volumes of data 

Source: table prepared as a summary of my field work 

In this context, I formulated the aim of my study as: exploratory case study of the process 

of organizing justice from the perspective of those participants who actively affect how it is 

being produced – in a form of a praxiography (Mol, 2002; Czarniawska, 2017). In this way I 

would like to explain how the rationalized action-net (Czarniawska, 2004) orders the causal 

circuits (Weick, 1979) to coordinate the institutionalized process of resolving disputes among 

people. To achieve this aim I adapted the frame of four moments of translation (Callon, 1984; 

Czarniawska, 2016) to capture how enforced cooperation in the situation of conflict accounts 

for constructing the meaning of justice - with four auxiliary research questions (Table 3).  

 Aim of the method  Position Volume  

N
ar

ra
ti

ve
 

in
te

rv
ie

w
  Capturing the practical knowledge grounded in 

individual experience of leading the case in 
court. I focused on the particularity of interests 
pursued to make the case. 

Lawyers 25 interviews (612 pages) 

Judges 10 interviews (277 pages) 

Others 6 interviews (86 pages) 

D
ir

e
ct

 

o
b

se
rv

at
io

n
 

Understanding the interdependent flow of 
cases. I was especially interested in the order 
and purpose of activities performed according 
to the rhythm of the proceedings.  

Post office 3 days 

Department 5 days 

Courtroom 7 dates 

Service desk 4 days 

D
o

cu
m

e
n

t 

an
al

ys
is

 Comprehending the case as the individual, 
consistent whole, stretched in diachronic 
organization of time. I paid particular attention 
to routine activities that remained invisible in 
the course of interviews or direct observation.  

Available to 
read in court 

7 cases (41 days in the 
reading room) 

Approved to be 
copied  

3 cases (3062 pages of 
casefiles) 

V
ir

tu
al

 

o
b

se
rv

at
io

n
 

Supplementing the image of court proceeding 
with insights unbounded by the geographical 
location. By doing so I meant to extend the 
context of my study (Burawoy, 1998) 

Humor 148 posts 

Formal 64 posts  

Press 83 articles 

Professional 101 discussions 
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Źródło: table prepared based on own interpretative work 

Results 

In the course of my research, the organizing of a legal case in light of the translation theory 

is a process of organized sensemaking (Weick, 2012). The feeling of injustice is hardly one-

sided. As such it is usually the relational product of conflict escalating via sequences of actions 

and reactions among people, where each party constructs its own ideas of right and wrong, 

amplifying mutual resentment until one of them breaks. Oftentimes people bring cases to the 

court in face of aporia – the moral paradox where any (other) decision seems only to intensify 

the impasse leaving them overpowered with the situation (Markowski, 2002). Subjectivity of 

injustice though, requires translation to express its meaning in accord to the regulations as 

the collective point of reference. Thus, making the case actually entails disentangling the 

complexity of conflict, editing the meaning of justice, and choosing the legal ground to express 

the rightful claim that offers the best chances of success. As a result, it decouples the 

aggrieved subject from the object of injustice to make the case as a problem to be considered 

from a proper distance. It is necessary though, because each conflicted party usually present 

different stances, thus, each of them shall be treated equally to ensure procedural justice. 

Therefore, the institution of legal proceeding intentionally renders the truth unequivocal just 

to sort it out in its own terms to produce the decision resolving the dispute.  

In this light, organizing of the case is a form of collective interpretative work (Weick, 2012), 

enforcing the competition for the meaning of truth, allocation of responsibility and the belief 

of righteous stance in a matter. It is the ambiguity of these intermediaries that is motivating 

Table 3. Auxiliary research questions in reference to four moments of translation  

Moment  Category explanation Auxiliary research question 

Problematization 

(pp. 138 – 164) 

Refers to the process, when participants offer 
definition of the problem at hand and try to 
convince others to some kind of solution. 

How the feeling of injustice 
leads to a decision to bring the 
case to the court? 

Interposition   

(pp. 164 – 198) 

Refers to the process of knotting the relations 
among participants and locking them in the 
roles intended for them to resolve the problem. 

How the feeling of injustice is 
being translated into the 
object to make the case?  

Enrollment 

(pp. 198 – 227) 

Refers to the process of enacting the expected 
roles as well as frictions and discord related to 
embodying intended identities. 

How the information gets to be 
organized under the condition 
of conflicting interests? 

Mobilization   

(pp. 227 – 250) 

Refers to the process when network of 
relations become a collective structure capable 
to speak in one voice in the name of the whole.  

How the decision of legitimate 
resolution gets to be 
produced? 
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efforts to organize facts, arguments, and impressions through the chains of interconnected 

actions in accordance with the rationality bounded by the institutionalized practice of the 

court proceeding. From the perspective of a judge, the purpose of this, is to produce the 

appropriate amount of discursive material as a foundation of justifiable decision in the case 

to resolve the dispute between people. The aim of conflicted parties, in turn, is to construct 

their position in such a way so as to remove the judge’s uncertainty to rule in their favor over 

the opponent. In this sense a legal case is also the form of institutionalized game (Schatzki, 

2008) in discursive struggle for justification that legitimizes the preferred resolution in concord 

with the letter of law as a sanctified vision of social relations (Bourdieu, 1987).  

And justice? Is a social value inscribed in the order of practice (Voronov & Weber, 2015) 

that enables the judge to hesitate. As such, it moderates the perception of facts which enacted 

iteratively as the formal version of truth render the selection of some interpretative schemes 

more justified than the others. It is also a mean of self-reference, when applying the particular 

set of regulations either resonates with the general impression of the situation or causes a 

dissonance framing some schemes of decision-making as unjust. In some cases, this feeling 

might lead a judge to use so-called “general clauses” to bypass the latter. In the formal law 

regime (Nonet & Selznick, 2017) though, justice is not the source of legitimizing judgement 

and there is no place for moral argument in the written justification as a form of reproduction 

of decision-making process. Thus, it plays merely the moderating role that gets weaker along 

the chain of references leading to the sentence. This indirect effect nevertheless matters, as 

it enables doubt which is the measure of judgment quality indicating the judge hesitated long 

enough to consider each stance equally to balance the scales before making the decision.  

 

Figure 1. Organizing a legal case as the translation process 
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